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Abstract

A new model for predicting the frequency of extreme river levels is

proposed which encapsulates physical knowledge about river dynamics.

The central idea is the use of continuous time stochastic processes that

use hydrological equations and ergodic theory to model extreme events,

rather than relying on statistical �ts of classical models to local maximum

data. A simple example shows how changes in discharge characteristics

changes the extreme river level frequencies. Solutions are provided for

special cases, and directions for more general techniques are provided.

Keywords: Extreme river ooding, ood statistics, ood frequency, ergodic
theory, engineering probability, Markov-modulated uid source, Ch�ezy's equa-
tion.

1 Introduction

Two major purposes for ood prediction are (1) short-term evacuation purposes

and (2) long-term ood frequency analysis for ood defense system design. At

present, the analysis for each purpose is quite di�erent. Short-term prediction

uses extensive physical knowledge of continuous-time river catchment proper-

ties, including river dynamics, prior and predicted weather over the catchment,

and run-o� models. The FLOFOM model described by Berger [1] and used by
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the Rijkswaterstaat (Dutch Ministry of Transport and Water Defense) to ana-

lyze the river Maas (Meuse) is an example of such a model. Long-term ood

prediction, on the other hand, has traditionally �t peak ood levels to statistical

models such as the log-Pearson III [2] or Gumbel [3]. For example, Fig. 1 shows

statistical �ts to ood data from the Rhine [4]. Cunnane [5] provides a survey

of these and other statistical models and indicates that goodness of �t tests (�2,

Kolmogorov-Smirnov, moment-ratio diagrams) for selecting a particular model

are inconclusive. Di�culty in comparing hydrological parameters (run-o� coef-

�cients, river discharge equations) with statistical parameters (slope, intercept)

is one contributor to this inconclusiveness.

In this paper, a new model for predicting the frequency of extreme river

levels is proposed which encapsulates physical knowledge about river dynam-

ics, including formulas which describe river discharge. For simplicity, assume

the equation for river discharge is given by the widely accepted Ch�ezy equa-

tion, a power law, although the theory permits more general formulations. The

resulting model therefore makes an explicit connection between hydrological

and statistical parameters. The model accounts for the river dynamics at a

given location by modeling both how water gets into the river (via upstream

tributaries) and how water leaves (discharge modeled by Ch�ezy's equation). Al-

though the simpli�ed physical model presented in Sec. 2 makes several rough

approximations (using memoryless properties and Ch�ezy's equation for approx-

imating discharge), some insights may still be gained. The mathematics needed

for calculating long-term ood frequencies is presented in Sec. 3. Calculations

for several test cases are given in Sec. 4, where it is shown how change in the

discharge directly changes the water level for oods with the same return period.

We show that the discharge rates directly a�ect the shape of the curve which

relates ood frequency and ood volume. This is illustrated by the third test

case, where the power in the power law of Ch�ezy's equation is varied. In par-

ticular, the log-linear relationship commonly assumed is not obtained.

Solution techniques for the general case are presented in Sec. 5.
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Figure 1: Empirical river discharge frequencies of the Rhine and �tted distribu-

tions.
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Figure 2: A simpli�ed physical model for the river. At the given cross-section of

unit width, the river level is determined by input from K = 2 major tributaries

and the rate of discharge.

2 Physical model for river system

Short-term ood prediction makes extensive use of physical modeling of the

river system. We seek to use a physical model for the river system as part of

the long-term prediction model. The main components of a physical model of

a river at a particular unit-width cross-section are descriptions of the discharge

rate, and the input rate of water from upstream sources (Fig. 2). Because these

models may be complex, we propose the following simpli�ed model for how

water enters and leaves a river in order to better understand the viability of

a physical-model based approach to long-term ood prediction. The physical

model presented here is used to calculate the frequency of oods in later sections.

The rate of discharge, q(v), from a unit-width cross-section of a river is a

function of the geometry of the cross-section, and the volume of water v in that

cross-section. Thus, the discharge has a functional form which is di�erent for

the many geometries encountered in practice, such as those seen in Fig. 3.

A standard, accepted description of the rate of discharge is given by Ch�ezy's

equation,

q(v) = avb (1)
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Figure 3: Di�erent geometries for river cross-sections.

for some constants a and b, and q has units m3/sec.1 We will use Ch�ezy's

equation to describe discharge in this paper, although all the results are valid

for more general functions for discharge as well.

The other major feature of a physical model, the rate of water input, is

assumed to be determined by the cumulative e�ect of upstream tributaries.

Suppose that there are K major tributaries whose catchments a�ect the cross-

section under consideration, and that the ow time from tributary i to the river

cross-section in question is approximately �i. Then

�(t) �
KX
i=1

li(t � �i) (2)

where �(t) is the rate of water input, li(t) is the discharge in m3/sec from

tributary i at time t (Fig. 2). Eq. 2 assumes additivity. This provides a �rst-

order approximation for river ows. More sophisticated models which account

for non-linearity and `storage e�ects' are possible future re�nements.

Short term prediction models generally have sophisticated models for relat-

ing the weather, runo�, and other factors to li. The number of parameters

used by short-term models is quite large. For purposes of illustrating ideas,

1Many developments have q as a function of the river height h. The present formulation,

which approximates volume as a power law in height, is more convenient for the development

below.
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Figure 4: Conceptual model for river: The state of the tributaries s is modeled

by a continuous time Markov chain (CTMC). The CTMC state determines the

rate of input �s from tributaries. Ch�ezy's equation for discharge q(v).

a simpli�ed model is presented. We model the state of the tributaries as a

Markov-modulated uid source (MMFS). The MMFS is commonly used to gain

insights into information ow in high-speed communications networks [6].

The basic components of the MMFS are the state and uid rate. In the

present work, the state s is de�ned to be the array of discharges from the K

tributaries. The uid rate is de�ned to be the sum of the discharges from the

tributaries, and is the input rate of water into the river cross-section.

We make a necessary generalization for the MMFS in order to apply it to

the ood-frequency problem. In communications, the MMFS generally assumes

a constant bit rate, with the choice q(v) = constant bit rate. The present work

makes an extension by permitting q(v) to be a non-constant function, such as

Ch�ezy's equation.

The use of the MMFS to model the river system requires two simpli�cations

of the physical model. First, the MMFS that the li form a discrete set, li 2 L.

For a particular river system, one might set L = f0; 25; 50; : : :; �qg (increments

not necessarily constant). The maximal discharge �q is chosen to be greater than

the largest imaginable discharge from the tributaries (this insures the number of
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states is �nite). With this assumption, the e�ect of river catchment at time t on

the river cross-section is described by S(t) = (l1(t � �1); : : : ; lK(t � �K )) 2 LK .

We call S(t) the state of the tributaries at time t.

Set N = jLj
K
to be the number of possible states of the tributaries. Number

the states from s = 1; : : : ; N . For each state s 2 LK , the rate of water input �s

into the river cross-section is

�s =
KX
i=1

li

Set � = diag(�s) to be the diagonal matrix of discretized river inputs.

A second assumption of the MMFS is that the random state transitions

are memoryless. Equivalently, the catchment is modeled as a continuous-time

Markov chain (see, eg [7]), with state transition matrix

M = [�ij ] (3)

with �ij equal to the state transitions rate from state i to j (when i 6= j), and

�ii the negative of the rate out of state i.

�ij =

(
limh!0 Prob (S(t + h) = j j S(t) = i) =h i 6= j

�
P

k 6=i �ik i = j
(4)

where i; j 2 LK and S(t) is the state of the tributaries at time t. Thus, the

rows add to 0. Under mild technical conditions, the long run probabilities �i of

being in state i satisfy

~�M = 0

AlthoughM is a large matrix of size N �N , it is sparse. This is due to the

fact that rivers do not skip discharge levels instantaneously. For example, with

discrete values 25; 50; 75 m3/sec, a river cannot skip 50 when changing from 25

to 75 m3/sec. There are at most K ways to have an increased ow (an increase

in one of the K tributaries input ows) and at most K ways to decrease. Thus,

each row will have a maximumof 2K+1 non-zero entries, including the diagonal

entry.

This model provides su�cient mathematical structure to calculate the fre-

quency of extreme oods, as detailed further in Sec. 3
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3 Mathematical model for ood frequency

This section presents the mathematics needed to calculate the expected return

time for a ood based on the model of Sec. 2.

The recurrence time T (v) for a ood with volume v in the cross-section, is

given by

T (v) =
D(v)

P (v)
(5)

where D(v) is the expected duration of a ood exceeding V = v, and P (v) is

the probability of exceeding v at an arbitrary time in steady state. This formula

can be derived using results from ergodic theory, as described in the appendix.

We now focus on the calculation of D(v) and P (v).

From the simplifying assumptions above, the state of the river is given by the

volume v of water in the cross-section of interest, and the state of the tributaries

s 2 LK. A di�erential equation describing the change of probabilities for system

states can be given in matrix form as

@ ~F (v; t)

@t
= rate from water ow + rate from Markov chain state changes

= � (�� q(v)I)
@ ~F

@v
+MT ~F (6)

where ~F (v; t) = (F1(v; t); : : : ; FN (v; t))
T
is a column vector of functions

Fs(v; t) = ProbfV � v; tributary state S(t) = s; at time tg (7)

Eq. 6 has a unique solution whenever the Markov chain M is irreducible and

the discharge q(v) is su�cient to prevent permanent ooding [8].

The probability of the river exceeding a ood level v at a `random time' is

then given by

P (v) = 1�
NX
s=1

Fs(v);

where Fs(v) is the stationary distribution satisfying @ ~F=@t = 0. (When no

explicit reference to t is given, the stationary solution is implied.) From Eq. 6,

Fs(v) can also be determined from

(�� q(v)I)
@ ~F

@v
=MT ~F ; (8)
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a linear, homogeneous, �rst-order ordinary di�erential equation.

D(v) is calculated by simulating oods using Eq. 6. Numerical methods for

calculating D(v), P (v), and T (v) are discussed in Sec. 5.

4 Sample calculation

The above formulation is su�cient to determine how changes in the river system

or discharge rate change the return time of an extreme ood. In this section,

three sample calculations for simple systems are given to illustrate how the

return periods of extreme oods when the discharge function is changed.

Suppose that either it is raining at �r m3/sec over the catchment, or that

no rain enters the river. The basal river ow from springs is �2. The river

input during rain �1 = �r + �2 is the sum of the basal ow and rainfall. Rain

lasts an exponential amount of time with mean 1=�12, and periods of no rain

are exponential with mean 1=�21. (The exponential model is required for the

MMFS.) Then

� =

 
�1 0

0 �2

!
and M =

 
��12 �12

�21 ��21

!

The stationary probabilities of rain vs. no rain are ~�1 = �21=(�12 + �21) and

~�2 = �12=(�12 + �21), respectively. The average input to the river is �� =
�21�1+�12�2

�12+�21
.

The river levels for the cases of two di�ering powers in Ch�ezy's equation

(b = 0 and b = 1) are presented. In both cases,

Prob(V � v) =
�21

�12 + �21
F1(v) +

�12
�12 + �21

F2(v)

where �21
�12+�21

is the probability of rain at a random time, F1(v) = Prob(V �

v; during rain), and F2(v) = Prob(V � v; no rain).

Insights follow the calculations.

Case 1: Discharge proportional to volume, q(v) = cv. The appendix

shows that the following functions satisfy the di�erential equation for the prob-

ability of not exceeding a given river level at a random time.
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Figure 5: Probability of exceeding a given volume v of water in river cross-

section, when N = 2, �1 = 10, �2 = 0, 1=�12 = 2 days, 1=�21 = 5 days.

F1(v) =
�21

�12 + �21
I

�
cv � �2
�1 � �2

;
�21
c

+ 1;
�12
c

�

F2(v) =
�12

�12 + �21
I

�
cv � �2
�1 � �2

;
�21
c
;
�12
c

+ 1

�
(9)

with v 2 (�2=c; �1=c) and I(z; a; b) = �(a+b)
�(a)�(b)

R z
t=0 t

a�1(1 � t)b�1dt is the in-

complete regularized beta function [9].

The expected duration D(v) of a ood of level v or higher with discharge

q(v) = cv is

D(v) =
 (�1=c)�  (v)

(�1 � cv)
�12
c (cv � �2)

�21
c

(10)

where

 (v) =
(�1 � �2)

(�12+�21)=c

c
��

B(
cv � �2
�1 � �2

;
�21
c

+ 1;
�12
c
) +B(

cv � �2
�1 � �2

;
�21
c
;
�12
c

+ 1)

�
;

where B(z; a; b) =
R z
t=0 t

a�1(1� t)b�1dt is the incomplete beta function.

Case 2: Discharge constant, q(v) = d when v > 0. Although no river

actually discharges c m3/sec when there is water and does not discharge when

there is none, this special case illustrates how the river levels are a�ected by
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Figure 6: Expected ood duration D(v) same parameters as in Fig. 5.
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Figure 7: Expected ood recurrence time T (v) (Eq. 5) using same parameters

as in Fig. 5.
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assuming a special form of Ch�ezy's equation. The assumption d > �� is necessary

so that the river can drain itself.

F1(v) =
�21

�12 + �21
�

�21
�12 + �21

e�v

F2(v) =
�12

�12 + �21
�
�1 � d

d� �2

�21
�12 + �21

e�v (11)

where v � 0 and � = d(�12+�21)��21�1��12�2
(d��1)(d��2)

.

The expected duration D(v) of a ood of level v or higher is constant

D(v) =
��� �2

�21(d� ��)
(12)

whenever v > 0. When v = 0, the expected ood time is in�nity, since the

water level is always 0 or greater. The appendix provides proof.

Comments The probability of observing a ood at a random time, the ex-

pected ood duration, and the expected ood recurrance time for these two

examples are illustrated in Fig. 5, Fig. 6, and Fig. 7, respectively.

An important point is revealed by considering Fig. 7, which relates water

levels with the corresponding ood recurrence time. The curves are shaped quite

di�erently because of the change discharge characteristics. If a traditional sta-

tistical model has the same curve shape relating ood level and ood frequency,

it may accurately reect the discharge characteristics of the river. On the other

hand, we have not yet determined which values of the Ch�ezy parameters, if any,

reect the shapes of traditional statistical models.

Another observation is that increasing the power b from Ch�ezy's equation

(q(v) = avb) drastically reduces the recurrence time for a given ood level. The

exception is near the asymptote near ood volume v = 10, which is near the

bounds where the model is expected to blow up. One way to avoid this blow up

is have a much larger number of states so that the recurrence time of interest

(say, 1 250 years) would not be near the asymptote.

Case 3: E�ect of Ch�ezy power parameter b on the ood probability

P (v). Suppose the discharge is given by Ch�ezy's equation, q(v) = avb. Eq. 5

states that ood return time is proportional to ood duration D(v) and 1=P (v),

where P (v) is the probability of exceeding v at a random time in steady state.
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Figure 8: E�ect of changes of power parameter b in Ch�ezy's equation on the

curve relating ood volume and the steady-state probability of ooding.

Solving Eq. 8 to obtain 1=P (v) is numerically simpler than solving Eq. 6 to

obtain D(v). In practice, an order of magnitude change of P (v) over a given

range of v will not be accompanied by an order of magnitude change in ood

duration D(v). Note that small changes in P (v) a�ect the return time T (v)

more than small changes in D(v). We therefore look at how changes in the

Ch�ezy parameter b a�ect 1=P (v), since this is likely to be the principal factor

inuencing T (v).

In particular, assume there are N = 3 states, and

� =

0
BB@

1 0 0

0 2 0

0 0 3

1
CCA and M =

0
BB@

�0:4 0:4 0

0:6 �1 0:4

0 0:6 �0:6

1
CCA

The rate of increasing to a higher level of river input has been set to a constant

0:4. Ch�ezy's equation is assumed to be q(v) = 1 � vb, for b = 1:1; 1:12; 1:14.

Fig. 8 shows how the curve relating v and 1=P (v) changes with the Ch�ezy

parameter b. Only the portion of the graph away from the maximum and

minimum values of v are shown to avoid the asymptotes which are a side-e�ect
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of having a �nite Markov chain. The axis and scale of the graph have been

chosen so that a comparison with the discharge graph of Fig. 1 can be made

(assuming D(v) remains relatively constant over the graphed range). The small

kink in the graph near v = 1:85 is a side-e�ect of the discretization of the river

input rates, �i, and may be ignored.

Two observations can be made from this graph. First, better drainage (larger

b) results in a reduced probability P (v) of exceeding v, and therefore an increase

in 1=P (v). Second, and more interestingly, the curves are not parallel. The same

increase in b causes a comparatively larger change in P (v) for large values of v.

The implication for this example is that increasing b tends to bend the

curve downward. A straight line relating ood volume and the logP (v), as is

commonly assumed, is not valid here as b changes.

5 General solution techniques

We turn to the problem of calculating the return periods of extreme oods

T (v), where v is the volume of water in the river cross-section of interest during

a ood. Calculating T (v) (Eq. 5) entails the determination of the expected ood

duration D(v) and the probabilities ~F (v). The calculation of these quantities

requires a solution to Eq. 6 and Eq. 8. Analytical solutions for extremely simple

cases were presented in Sec. 4. More complicated systems, such as for real rivers,

seem analytically intractable. A computer based solution for determining D(v)

and ~F (v) is required.

To determine D(v), ~F (v) must be calculated �rst. Two approaches for cal-

culating ~F (v) are available. One approach is to solve the ordinary di�erential

equation (ODE) in Eq. 8 as a boundary value problem. Press et al. [10] presents

two options for solving ODE boundary value problems, (1) the shooting method,

and (2) relaxation methods. We implemented the shooting method for some

simple systems, and the algorithm is numerically intensive as well as unstable.

The instability is due to the singularities near volumes v such that �i�q(v) = 0.

Relaxation methods, which approximate Eq. 8 by �nite di�erence equations and

attempt to minimize the error of the approximation, seem to overcome this dif-

�culty. We are still in the process of implementing an e�ective algorithm for
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large river systems.

When solving with the relaxation method, the following initializations are

required. The boundary conditions are ~F (vmax) = ~�T and ~F (vmin) = 0, where

vmax = q�1(�max), vmin = q�1(�min) are the maximum and minimum possible

water levels, and ~� is the steady state probability for the Markov chain, with

~�M = 0.

A second approach for calculating ~F (v) it to integrate the partial di�erential

equation in Eq. 6 forward in time until stable values for ~F (v) are achieved.

Arbitrary initial conditions will converge to the same stable values, assuming

the stability of the numerical methods and the irreducibility of the Markov chain

for the state of the tributaries. The ODE relaxation method is preferred, as it

is computationally less intensive.

The remaining quantity needed for calculating the return time of oods of level

v is the expected ood duration D(v). This may be determined by numerical

simulation of Eq. 6 through time. The simulation supposes that a ood of

volume v has started at time t = 0, and keeps track of the probability that the

ood recedes below v at each time t > 0. From this information, the expected

ood duration is calculated as

D(v) =

Z 1

t=0
tProb(ood recedes at time t) dt (13)

For the simulation, the ood values and time steps are discretized. This turns

Eq. 6 into a �nite di�erence equation, and turns the integration in Eq. 13 into

a sum. No existing algorithms seem ready to solve this equation without some

modi�cation. We are presently implementing a simulation based on ideas for

PDE numerical methods found in Press et al. [10].

The initial conditions for the simulation use the fact that for a ood of volume

v to start, the tributaries must be in a state s such that the rate of water

coming in is greater than the rate of discharge, �s > q(v). The probability

of being in state s, then, given that a ood of volume v has just begun, is

Fs(v)=(
P

ij�i>q(v)
Fi(v)). This leads to the following initial conditions for a
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simulation to determine D(v).

Fs(v
0; t = 0) =

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

Fs(v)P
ij�i>q(v)

Fi(v)
�s > q(v); v0 > v +�v

(v0�v)Fs(v)

�v
P

ij�i>q(v)
Fi(v)

�s > q(v); v0 2 (v; v +�v)

0 �s > q(v); v0 < v

0 �s � q(v)

(14)

for some negligibly small �v > 0. This simulation calculates D(v) for only a

single value of v. For multiple values of D(v), the present formulation requires

multiple simulations.

There are asymptotic results for evaluating D(v). Since D(v) is a decreas-

ing function of v, these results may be used to bound the return period for a

ood. Suppose Ch�ezy's equation, q(v) = avb, has power b > 0, and �max is

the discharge for only one state, smax. Then the expected ood duration is

asymptotically the expected time spent in state smax. Formally,

lim
v!vmax

D(v) = 1=�smax;smax:

For the case q(v) = av0 = a, the ood duration is asymptotically constant,

limv!1D(v) = const, where the constant depends on the discharge a and the

MMFS, M and �.

6 Discussion

The design of ood defense systems requires a statistical model to describe

the frequency of extreme oods. There is an increasing awareness that these

models should reect the hydrological information about the river catchments

they describe.

Our approach to �nding the expected frequency for extreme oods di�ers in

several ways from the more traditional statistical �ts to annual maxima (AM)

and peaks over threshold (POT) data. For AM and POT data, a line is �t to

data points plotted on special paper, such as log paper. These lines have been

used to infer the relation between river level and ood return frequency.

In our approach, a continuous time model for the river dynamics is used to

determine the frequency of extreme oods. Our sample calculations show the
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importance of incorporating river dynamics by illustrating the e�ects of Ch�ezy's

equation parameters on the shape of the curves relating the river level and ood

return frequency. These shapes do not always conform to the curves found for

traditional models. In particular, the relation is not necessarily linear on log

paper, as with the Gumbel model.

For one example shown here, an increase in the power parameter b of Ch�ezy's

equation led to a non-linear relation on log paper. As b increased, the slope of

the curve relating ood volume and the frequency of extreme oods decreased.

We hypothesize that this may be true for large v for more complicated systems

as well. If this hypothesis is true, then ood protection designs based on drawing

straight lines on log paper would be conservative for extremely rare oods. The

exploration of this hypothesis analytically and/or numerically constitutes future

research.
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A Summary of Notation

B(z; a; b) incomplete beta function

D(v) expected duration of ood of volume v or greater (time)

�i lag of water ow from tributary i to river cross-section (time)

Fs(v; t) ProbfV � v; tributary state S(t) = s; at time tg

~F (v; t) vector of Fi(v; t)

~F (v) steady state probabilities for river system

h height of river (m)

I(z; a; b) incomplete regularized beta function

q(v) discharge from river cross-section (m3/sec)

q(v) = avb Ch�ezy's equation for discharge (m3/sec)

�q maximal discharge from tributaries (m3/sec)

K number of major tributaries which a�ect river cross-section

M = �ij Markov transition matrix for tributary state changes

N number of states ( j L jK) of tributaries

~� stationary probability tributary states

li water input rate due to tributary i (m3/sec)

�s discretized river input when tributaries in state s (m3/sec)

� diag(�s)

L discrete set of discharge values for tributaries

S(t) state of tributaries, S(t) = s 2 LK at time t

T (v) expected return time for ood of volume v or greater (time)

V; v volume of water in a river cross-section (m3)

B Appendix

Throughout, suppose that N , �, M , and ~� are as speci�ed in Sec. 4.

Proof of Eq. 5 To show that T (v) = D(v)=P (v), results of ergodic theory

are used. Technical assumptions used include (1) the river states are described

by an irreducible Markov chain (see, eg [7]), (2) the Markov chain is �nite, (3)

derivatives exist so that Eq. 6 is meaningful. More general arguments might be

made to relax the second assumption.
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First, using assumption (2), it is equivalent to analyze the system with a

uniformized version of the process, with time step h. Second, the following

arguments shows that ergodic theory applies to the river system described by

the Markov chain state and volume, (s; v). This is true by virtue of the (a)

ergodicity of irreducible Markov chains, (b) the fact that for the river system

considered here, adding the volume of water of the cross-section does not change

the irreducibility, and (c) the fact that Eq. 6 conserves probability. A result of

Halmos (see, eg [8], Ch. 2, Thm. 3.2) insures that the process is ergodic.

From the mean ergodic theorem, the return time of an event A is 1=Prob(A).

In our case, the event of interest is A = fVt � vg \ fVt�h < vg. (The fact that

if (st; vt) is ergodic, then (st; vt; st�h; vt�h) is ergodic is implicitly used). This

probability is P (v)=Dh(v), where the probability P (v) of exceeding v is not

changed by the uniformization, and Dh(v) is the expected duration of the ood

when ood durations are rounded up to the next multiple of h (again, a result

of the mean ergodic theorem). As h! 0, Dh(v)! D(v), as required.

Proof of Eq. 9. Set g(v) = �12F1(v) � �21F2(v). Eq. 8 can be rewritten

g0 = �

�
�12

�1 � cv
+

�21
�2 � cv

�
g

This has solution

g(v) = k1(�1 � cv)
�12
c (cv � �2)

�21
c

where k1 is some constant. By de�nition of g(v),

F 01(v) =
�1

�1 � cv
g(v) and F 02(v) =

1

�2 � cv
g(v)

Integrating shows that the Fi are multiples of an incomplete beta function with

the parameters given in Eq. 9. The boundary condition F1(�1=c) = �1 =

�21=(�12 + �21) determines the constant of proportionality.

Proof of Eq. 10 The expected length of a ood D(v ��v) is found in terms

of D(v). It is assumed that �v is small and that v 2 (�2=a; �1=a). With high

probability, the length of a (v ��v) ood is the same as the length of a level v

ood plus the extra time the river is in the region [v��v; v] (ood B in Figure
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Figure 9: A sample ood of height (v ��v).

9). These extra up and down crossing times are given by the river ow equation,

_v = �i � cv:

�u =
�v

�1 � av
+ o(�v2); �d =

�v

av � �2
+ o(�v2): (15)

It is also possible that the river up-turns in the region [v � �v; v], generating

another level v ood (ood C). Another possibility is that the river down-turns

before it reaches height v (ood A).

These scenarios are summarized mathematically as follows. The probability

that the river does not down-turn in the �rst time interval �u is (1��12�u)+

o(�v2). If there is no down-turn, then there are a series of level v oods,

where the number of such oods is a geometric random variable with mean

1=p = (1+�21�d)+o(�v2). The expected length of each such ood is (�u=2+

D(v) + �d=2) + o(�v2), where the expected extra time spent in [v � �v; v] is

included. Finally, the time at the very beginning and end of the ood is added,

(�u+�d)=2. This gives the following equation to �rst order in �v:2

D(v ��v) = (1� �12�u)(1 + �21�d)

�
D(v) +

�u+�d

2

�
+

�u+�d

2
: (16)

Substituting Eq. 15 into Eq. 16 and taking the limit as �v! 0 gives:

dE(v)

dv
+

�
�21

av � �2
�

�12
�1 � av

�
E(v) = �

�
1

av � �2
+

1

�1 � av

�
: (17)

Eq. 10 is the solution to this �rst-order linear di�erential equation (where

 (�1=c) is the constant of integration). It can be checked by L'Hopital's rule

2All scenarios which contribute second order terms to this equation are not considered. For

instance, the probability of an up-turn and a down-turn while the river remains in [v��v; v]

is second order.
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that Eq. 10 satis�es the desired boundary conditions { namely, D(�2=a) = 1

and D(�1=a) = 1=�12.

Proof of Eq. 11 The proof follows the same strategy as for Eq. 9. The only

di�erence is that there is no bound on the maximal volume of water, so the

boundary conditions are F1(1) = �21=(�21 + �12), F2(1) = �12=(�21 + �12).

Further, when it is raining it is impossible to have an empty bu�er, so F1(0) = 0.

These determine all constants of integration.

Proof of Eq. 12 Along similar lines, if the discharge is q(v) = d when v > 0,

the analog of Equation 17 is

dD(v)

dv
+

�
�21

d� �2
�

�12
�1 � d

�
D(v) = �

�
1

d� �2
+

1

�1 � d

�
: (18)

The general solution to this �rst-order linear di�erential equation with constant

coe�cients is

D(v) =
1

d��2
+ 1

�1�d
�21
d��2

� �12
�1�d

+ k2 exp

��
�12

�1 � d
�

�21
d� �2

�
v

�
;

for some constant k2. This equation can be simpli�ed to

D(v) =
�� � �2

�21(d� ��)
+ k2 exp

��
�12

�1 � d
�

�21
d� �2

�
v

�
;

It remains to calculate k2. The fraction of time that v = 0 is F2(0) =

(d� ��)=(d� �2), by the steady state equations. The expected time the system

is empty is 1=�21, so by the renewal/reward theorem

F2(0) =
1=�21

D(0+) + 1=�21

Solving for D(0+) in terms of F2(0) and using the steady state solution,

D(0+) =
�� � �2

�21(d� ��)

Therefore, k2 = 0.

The implication is that all oods of volume v > 0 have the same expected

duration. This makes sense, given the memoryless properties of the tributary

states and the constant input/discharge rates.
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